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CERTIFICATE
issued pursuant to the provisions of § 13 paragraph 5 of Act No. 22/1997 and amendments, and in particular the 
recommendation of the EU Commission 2020/403 of 13 March 2020.

In accordance with the above law and the recommendation, we issue this assurance that the product we place on the 
market has a declaration of conformity, which was prepared on the basis of test reports of the materials used.

Medical product:
NANO face mask AG-TIVE

NANO scarf AG-TIVE 3F 99,9%
and derived types:

NANO face mask AG-TIVE FIX
NanoBodix® AG-TIVE face mask
NANO face mask AGTIVE SPORT

NANO scarf AGTIVE SPORT
Note:
3F = supplemented by 3 pcs of filter NANO.MED.CLEAN 99.9%
FIX = supplemented with nasal fixation

The product meets all requirements according to ČSN EN 14683 + AC

The product complies with the requirement of the extraordinary measure of the Ministry of Health of the 
Czech Republic from 22 February 2020, including the update to 1 November 2021 and others on the obligation 
to wear a respirator or similar respiratory protection device in the designated areas from 25 February 2021. To 
achieve the required (FFP2 = 94%) filtration level, use the product with NANO.MED.CLEAN 99.9% nanofilters. By 
adding a nanofilter, you create a third layer and the mask/scarf provides protection against viruses, bacteria, allergens 
and smog.

It has been tested according to ČSN ISO 10993-5 and the used materials, nanofabrics and nanofilter are 
bacteriologically and citotoxically harmless and according to our issued recommendations are SAFE for users.

Use:
Protection of physical transmission of bacterial cultures, mycobacteria, viruses, including COVID-19.
The product can be washed (do not use fabric softener), cleaned and disinfected after repeated use.

Notice:
Wear the mask so that it fits properly and tightly on the nose and mouth so that the filtration efficiency is not reduced. 
Follow the instructions when replacing the filter.

All documents are stored at the company's headquarters, details: https://www.nanoshop.cz/eu/certificates

Czech Republic, Brno, 1.11.2021

ing. Petr Nádvorník
executive director
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